
 
 We've updated our look for the December newsletter. We

hope you like it as much as everything we've put into this
issue. You'll find some great deals on RenShape cut
sizes, exclusive videos and technical Q&A! Enjoy!

 

 
 

 
 RenShape Cut Sizes

Looking for some tooling boards
pre-cut into smaller sizes, or just
want to try them out? Look no
further! We currently have a variety
of RenShape boards cut into
manageable sizes for the individual
user. See what's available on our
Miapoxy website and easily order

directly online. Prices are 50% off list price! **While supplies last -
limited to stock on hand.**
For more information, contact your technical representative or
call our technical hotline at (800) 321-8511 extension 773.

 

 
 

 
 Exclusive videos

The following videos are exclusive to newsletter
subscribers. New videos will be linked here
before they are available anywhere else. Check
out below to see what's available now.

- NEW: Creating a Part with Freeman Fillers
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 Miapoxy.com, our DIY and
Hobbyist site, has quick info

& immediate ordering
capabilities.

 

 

 It's easy to get a quote! 
You have access to complete
pricing and availability info for

thousands of products.
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(choose a version) Quicktime | Windows Media Player
- Casting Thin-Walled Parts

- Casting Molds & Models with Intricate Detail

- Multiple Cavity Molds

- Silicone Rubber Molds with Complex Parting Lines

- Building an Epoxy/Fiberglass Mold

- Vacuum Bagging a Carbon Fiber Part

More videos are in development, so be sure to check back.

 
 

 
 Tech Line Q&A

We feature technical questions in every issue, so
don't miss the archives. 
Still can't find the answer you're looking for? Our
technical support staff is available during normal
business hours, Monday through Friday, by

calling (800) 321-8511 (option 5).

Q: What release product can serve as a barrier to help prevent
the binders in sand from sticking to the urethane foundry
tooling, core boxes, etc.?
A: To help prevent binders from building up on your tool and/or core
boxes, we recommend MPP2180 Mold Prep & Primer. Although it is
not a release agent, it helps the sand release from the surface
more easily.

Q: What type of clay should be used with silicone? 
A: Use non-sulfur clay when working with silicone. Silicone will not
set up against clay containing sulfur. Try some of our sulfur-free
clays such as Plast-Econ Modeling Clay or Chavant CM-50 Styling
clay.

 

 

 We offer multiple Sample
Kits for a variety of products

and applications.

 

 

 Learn more or login
to Members Only - our

exclusive intranet for high-
volume customers.

 

 

 Read past issues and Q&A in
the archives.

 

 

 Our Close Out List has
great deals on hundreds

of products.
Note: all Close Out items are

subject to prior sale.

 

 

 As always, our website features additional resources such as TDS, MSDS, and more for all of our
products. Thank you for subscribing to our newsletter. We look forward to the next opportunity to service
your material needs.
Sincerely,
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